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Abstract
Weather conditions affect multiple aspects of human life such as economy, safety, security, and social activities. For
this reason, weather forecast plays a major role in society. Currently weather forecasts are based on Numerical
Weather Prediction (NWP) models that generate a representation of the atmospheric flow. Interactive visualization
of geo-spatial data has been widely used in order to facilitate the analysis of NWP models. This paper presents a
visualization system for the analysis of spatio-temporal patterns in short-term weather forecasts. For this purpose,
we provide an interactive visualization interface that guides users from simple visual overviews to more advanced
visualization techniques. Our solution presents multiple views that include a timeline with geo-referenced maps, an
integrated webmap view, a forecast operation tool, a curve-pattern selector, spatial filters, and a linked meteogram.
Two key contributions of this work are the timeline with geo-referenced maps and the curve-pattern selector. The
latter provides novel functionality that allows users to specify and search for meaningful patterns in the data.
The visual interface of our solution allows users to detect both possible weather trends and errors in the weather
forecast model. We illustrate the usage of our solution with a series of case studies that were designed and validated
in collaboration with domain experts.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—Viewing algorithms I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques Interaction
techniques—I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications—Weather Forecast Analysis

1. Introduction

The state of the atmosphere can be described by its charac-
teristic meteorological variables (i.e., temperature, pressure,
moisture content, wind velocity, etc.). The future evolution
of these variables can be predicted (to a certain degree of
accuracy) by Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models
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given that a good representation of the current atmospheric
state is provided. Visualization tools have been widely used
to facilitate the analysis of weather forecast data. The vi-
sual analysis of predictions can provide significant insights
for professional meteorologists and researchers. The analy-
sis of temporal and spatial patterns allows for the identifi-
cation of particular weather phenomena, atypical model be-
haviors, and model errors.

The motivation for this work arose from a collaboration
with meteorologists from the Centro de Investigaciones del
Mar y la Atmósfera (CIMA). This paper proposes a visu-
alization solution named “VIDa” (Visual Interactive Dash-
board) that assists users in the visual analysis of short-term
weather forecasts. We present several case studies to high-
light the benefits of our approach.
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Our solution provides visualizations and interactive mech-
anisms to assist users in the identification of weather trends
and the visual analysis of the model behaviors. The sys-
tem supports 2D scalar-field grids of different meteorolog-
ical variables, such as temperature, pressure, and humidity,
among others, and it enables the analysis and comparison of
NWP forecasts of the atmospheric state. The main contribu-
tions of this paper are:

• We introduce a timeline view that shows miniature 2D
geo-referenced projections of a given meteorological vari-
able, which we refer to as “minimaps”. This feature is es-
pecially helpful for users as an initial step in the task of
identifying interesting events that they can later confirm
by using other visual components.

• We present a flexible design for operating with multiple
forecasts. Two or more forecasts can be selected and dif-
ferent mathematical operations can be performed, such as
addition and subtraction between 2D scalar-fields fore-
casts, or the computation of the mean and standard de-
viation over a group of forecasts. Results from these op-
erations are displayed on the map.

• We propose a novel curve-pattern selector tool that allows
users to perform advanced visual analysis of multiple 2D
scalar-fields, while avoiding the perceptual drawbacks of
superimposing multiple colormaps. By means of this tool,
users can define meaningful pattern behaviors, save them,
and afterwards classify the model output according to the
defined patterns.

• We introduce a curve-pattern classification algorithm that
arranges and analyzes multiple forecasts which facilitates
forecast verification and enables the identification of tem-
poral trends and atypical behaviors.

Users can also select subsets of the data by means of spa-
tial and temporal filters and examine details using a linked
meteogram view. By means of the meteogram view they can
see the temporal evolution of a meteorological variable in
a specific point or region. Furthermore, our solution is de-
signed as a web application which allows users to easily
broadcast weather forecast information via the Internet.

2. Related work

Related work may be classified based on two aspects: anal-
ysis of spatio-temporal patterns, and visualization systems
with applications in weather forecast and climatology.

2.1. Analysis of spatio-temporal patterns

There have been extensive studies in the area of spatio-
temporal visualization and geo-spatial visual analytics. An-
drienko and Andrienko [AA06] have broadly described dif-
ferent techniques for visual analytics of spatio-temporal
data. Furthermore, Aigner et al. [AMST11] provided a
complete survey of different visualization techniques for
time-dependent data and time series analysis. Hochheiser

and Shneiderman [HS04] presented TimeSearcher 1, a vi-
sual exploration tool that combines timebox queries with
overview displays, query-by example facilities, and sup-
port for queries over multiple time-varying attributes. Time-
Searcher 2 [BAP∗05] is an extension of TimeSearcher 1
for long-time series visualization, data filtering, and pattern
search query specification. Fails et al. [FKSS06] presented
a visual-query interface and result-set visualization tool for
searching and discovery of temporal patterns within multi-
variate and categorical datasets. The results can be explored
through coupled ball-and-chain and tabular visualizations.

Bruckner and Möller [BM10] proposed a system for the
visual exploration of a simulation parameter space to assist
in the generation of effects such as smoke and explosions.
They split each simulation sequence into a number of rep-
resentative segments. Then they compared the simulation-
space similarities at different points within the temporal evo-
lution of each simulation. They depict subsets of the clusters’
members in a timeline at different temporal compression lev-
els. Another example is the work of Krstajic et al. [KBK11].
They presented a technique for the interactive visual anal-
ysis of multiple time-series event data, named CloudLines.
They used distortion techniques on a timeline to accommo-
date a large number of data items. In our approach, we also
utilize a timeline that groups multiple runs chronologically
but we do not apply any kind of compression in the temporal
domain. We want to visualize an overview of the complete
short-term cycle at once.

Our work focuses on the visual analysis of 2D scalar-
fields that correspond to physical variables. There are several
techniques that can be applied to compare 2D scalar-fields.
Malik et al. [MHG10] presented an approach for visual com-
parison using multi-image views that preserves contextual
information. Schmidt et al. [SGB13] proposed a multi-image
view technique which used hierarchical clustering. Ware and
Plumlee [WP13] described different techniques that are uti-
lized in the case of weather forecast displays. Köthur et
al. [KSU∗13] presented a visualization system that works
with 2D scalar-field distributions of atmospheric data. They
employed a visual analytics approach that enables users to
extract and explore different sets of 2D spatial distributions
of the scalar values. They presented a visual summary view
which shows 2D spatial distributions with similar charac-
teristics side by side. On the contrary, in our approach we
utilize a single integrated visualization instead of multiple
views of similar 2D distributions. We decide to do the visual
comparison in a single geo-referenced 2D view with a clas-
sification of different features. Our goal is to minimize the
time and actions required by the users in order to perform
the visual analysis task.

We employ a high level and qualitative variation anal-
ysis, which is based on the concept of families of
curves [KLM∗08, KLM∗12]. We apply this approach to the
analysis of weather trends and atypical model behaviors. The
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ideas presented in Coto et al. [CGB∗05], although not related
to weather forecasts, provided an important background to
our approach. Coto et al. described a classification based on
“time-signal curve types” for early detection of breast can-
cer. Those curves were used to classify a possible tumor, and
each curve type represented a characteristic of that tumor.
For example, curves with increasing values were identified
as indicators of benign lesions. For each data point, they de-
fined a distance metric among temporal functions referred to
as time activity curves (TAC). The work of Woodring and
Shen [WS09] proposed a method to explore temporal trends
at different resolutions using wavelets. With the wavelets
they characterize the data points and transform them into
time-series curve sets. These points are classified into clus-
ters of similar activity. In our work, we focus on data sets
coming from short-term weather forecasts where we want to
avoid compression of the time scale of the meteorological
variables.

Another technique closely related to our approach is the
work of Glatter et al. [GHA∗08]. They developed a text
search language using Flex and Bison for specifying tem-
poral patterns. We use some concepts from their query lan-
guage and adapt them to our visual analysis tool.

2.2. Visualization systems with applications in weather
forecast and climatology

There has been extensive work done in the area of visu-
alization systems and visual analytics applied to weather
forecast and climatology. In the scope of this paper, only
a few examples are summarized here as a background for
our work. The University Corporation for Atmospheric Re-
search (UCAR) presented a list of post-processing tools
for weather visualization. Among them are: Integrated Data
Viewer (IDV) [MMWE03], Visualization and Analysis Plat-
form for Ocean, Atmosphere, and Solar Researchers (VA-
POR) [CMNR07], and the Grid Analysis and Display Sys-
tem (GrADS) [TD98]. The latter was selected by the CIMA
institute to perform their visualizations. GrADS is a visu-
alization system that uses a mix of GUI and command-
line scripts to derive post-processed data visualizations.
Command-line scripts and programming features can be
seen as an advantage in terms of flexibility, but also make
the user experience and interaction difficult. Instead, visual
interfaces are proven to be more effective in terms of cogni-
tive productivity [War13].

The Ultrascale Visualization Climate Data Analysis Tools
(UV-CDAT) [WDP∗13] are a powerful system jointly devel-
oped by several institutions, universities, and private compa-
nies. The tool set integrates data analytics, ensemble analy-
sis, uncertainty quantification, metrics computation, and vi-
sualization components for big data climate analysis. Also,
the work of Song et al. [SYS∗06] presented a visualization
system that performs analysis of multi-dimensional atmo-

spheric data sets using physics-based atmospheric rendering,
illustrative particles, and glyphs.

The aforementioned visualization systems are very pow-
erful. They enable a full and flexible visual analysis, but they
require many parameter settings and, in some cases, even
programming tasks. On the contrary, our solution is oriented
to solve operational weather forecasting, where forecasters
need assistance for quick analysis. Most of the time they
may not want to invest time in programming tasks, but in-
stead work with a tool that allows them immediate access to
the visual analysis of the data.

Potter et al. [PWB∗09] presented Ensemble-Vis, a frame-
work that combines multiple linked views to facilitate the
visual data analysis of ensemble data, focused on short-term
weather forecasting (small-time spans) and climate model-
ing (very long-time spans). They provided spatial overviews
and temporal overviews combined with detailed statistical
views. In our approach, we also provide multiple linked
views that combine an overview with detailed views and
spatio-temporal pattern analysis for a complete visual anal-
ysis of the data.

We are particularly interested in previous visualization
systems available as web applications. Among them is
WeatherSpark Beta [WS] which provides multiple views
such as an integrated mapview, charts and glyphs depicting
weather conditions (sunny, cloudy, rainy, etc.), and historical
data for a given weather station or a given city on the globe.
Other examples are Weather.com [TWC], Wetter.de [Wet],
Weather Underground [WU], and also the 3D weather vi-
sualization system Terra3D [Ter]. These cases are mainly
targeted at general users rather than domain experts. Re-
lated to the aforementioned tools, our domain experts stated:
“the available web applications do not allow us to perform
operations among forecasts, they do not provide us with a
global overview, and do not allow us to compare multiple
forecasts”.

3. Visual Interactive Dashboard (VIDa)

3.1. Overview

Our collaborators are meteorologists who work with the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model [Roz06]
adapted for their geographical region. The WRF model is
an open source mesoscale numerical prediction model built
on the basis of collaborative efforts of several institutions
in the United States of America, with contributions from
researchers around the world. Its optimum configuration
and performance highly depend on the specific application.
It includes different parameters such as geographical area,
time of the year, and local forecast errors of the regional
model [RSNP10].

The specific problem we are facing in this paper applies
to operational weather forecasting. Forecasters need a tool
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that provides them with straightforward visual mechanisms
to explore a set of forecasts, with an agile interface that al-
lows them to perform different operations in time and space.
These needs are not covered by currently available sys-
tems. Applications such as GrADS, VAPOR, and UV-CDAT,
require specific hardware, user training, and programming
skills that make them unsuitable for forecasters’ operational
needs. Our solution allows them easy access to complete
short-term weather forecast cycles. It provides them with a
visual overview of multiple forecasts and runs at the same
time. By using our application, forecasters can evaluate the
complete panorama, and focus on specific forecast opera-
tions and analyses, without programming requirements or
complex settings.

The CIMA institute’s previous workflow consists of four
main activities as shown in Figure 1. The first task (WT1)
is the generation of a numerical weather forecast every 12
hours (each forecast has a total length of 48 hours). It gener-
ates 17 predictions (one every 3 hours) that are 3D represen-
tations of the atmospheric state corresponding to different
times in the future. After the generation of forecasts, in the
second task (WT2), simulation outputs are post-processed
to derive new atmospheric information from the results. In
the next task (WT3), the specialists create new visualizations
that are generally two dimensional (2D) plots. Finally, in the
last task (WT4), the visualizations are exported as images
and presented on a website using 2D maps and plots.

Figure 1: Task workflow: the new visualization pipeline is
integrated in our collaborators’ workflow at tasks WT3 and
WT4. GDAS provides observational data for the workflow.

Although a vast amount of information is presented to the
users in their previous workflow, we have recognized that
their visualizations have certain drawbacks. For example,
they visualize the information using a static interface that
makes interaction difficult. Additionally, they display differ-
ent views that cannot be linked or compared. We have mod-
ified their previous workflow by integrating our new visual-
ization pipeline into tasks WT3 and WT4.

The result of this integration is a new visualization sys-
tem named Visual Interactive Dashboard (VIDa). VIDa is
a client-server system with a web interactive interface dis-
playing a full screen webmap and several linked windows
that can be visualized or hidden by using a menu, as shown
in Figure 2. These windows include: date selector, vari-
able selector, minimap timeline, webmap spatial filters, me-
teograms, curve-pattern selector, and operations.

Figure 2: Screenshot of our Visual Interactive Dashboard
(VIDa).

3.2. Visualization components

VIDa visualizes a complete series of short-term weather
forecasts, for a given date and a given variable, in a timeline
of 2D geo-referenced minimaps (see Figure 3). The timeline
provides an overview, where the user can identify interest-
ing forecasts and detect salient features. The user can select
a minimap and then visualize the associated 2D scalar-field
projection in an integrated mapview. Also, the user can se-
lect two or more minimaps and perform different operations
with the forecasts. Then, the user can visualize the results on
the map, select different zoom levels, and apply spatial and
temporal filters. Additionally, we provide a meteogram view,
where the user can visualize detailed information about the
temporal evolution of multiple runs.

Furthermore, we introduce a novel curve-pattern selector
that makes use of domain expert knowledge for the detection
of particular local weather phenomena (see Figure 4). It con-
sists of an intuitive visual tool for pattern sketching and clas-
sification, a set of configuration options, and an automated
technique to perform the classification. Although the com-
ponents of the control are similar to others used in previous
work, the selection and combination of them as presented in
our control provide a simple and flexible tool for meteorolo-
gists when utilized for weather forecasting. Using the curve-
pattern selector the user can sketch meaningful patterns in a
2D coordinate graph. Once the curves corresponding to pat-
terns are sketched, the user can map the curve-patterns to
a color scheme. The curve-pattern selection and its associ-
ated parameters can be saved and reused in order to facili-
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tate and accelerate the analysis process. This information, in
conjunction with the operation mode and specific parame-
ters, are then used by an automated algorithm. Our algorithm
compares and classifies the behavior of multiple 2D scalar-
fields in time. Results are presented in an integrated single
view (see Figure 4g).

Minimap timeline The newly introduced minimap timeline
is a key characteristic of our application given its capability
to show a synthesized overview of complete 48-hours cycles
of short-term weather-forecasts (see Figure 3). Forecasters
need to easily navigate through future predictions, as well as
past events. Each minimap represents a forecasted meteoro-
logical variable and is depicted as a geo-referenced 2D col-
ormap. The colormap is a UTM (Universal Transverse Mer-
cator) grid projection of a 2D scalar-field, that is adjusted to
the pixel coordinates of the webmap. The timeline groups
the minimaps by date and hour of each run. It shows the
minimaps corresponding to all the calculated forecasts for a
particular date (see Figure 3). Using the horizontal axis, do-
main experts can analyze the temporal evolution of a mete-
orological variable. Using the vertical axis, they can analyze
multiple forecasts that correspond to a given date and time.
Both axes provide the user with a complete overview of the
short-term forecast cycle.

Figure 3: Minimap timeline overview. It shows a crossed
view of multiple forecast runs and predictions, depicting the
temporal behavior of a given variable. It also shows the “di-
agnostic” which is a reference forecast created with obser-
vational data.

Mapview The mapview allows users to visualize a given
forecast or the result of a given comparison at different lev-
els of detail. Forecasters can focus on specific regions, apply
spatial filters, and analyze linked information. The process
starts when the user selects a minimap from the timeline. The
user can visualize one or more 2D scalar-fields correspond-
ing to a meteorological variable as overlays on the map. The

mapview zoom level ranges from zero to twenty-three, de-
pending on the geographical location. For zoom level zero,
the entire world map fits into an image of 512x512 pixels,
but for each increasing zoom level the pixel space expands
by a factor of two in both axes.

Curve-pattern selector Forecasters need to quickly iden-
tify and analyze specific trends or phenomena, and after-
wards estimate the effects of those phenomena in their
model. Our curve-pattern selector is especially helpful for
this analysis. Forecasters can specify patterns related to par-
ticular characteristics of the data. A curve-pattern represents
the qualitative temporal evolution of a variable at a particular
spatial location.

Employing the minimap timeline, the user selects the time
steps to be included in the analysis (see Figure 4a). These se-
lected time steps do not need to be consecutive or uniformly
distributed. Then, an arbitrary curve that spans part or the
full length of the selected time steps can be drawn by the
user (Figure 4b). The curve-pattern can also be composed
of several disconnected segments. Once a curve is drawn,
the curve-pattern selector displays all possible curves that
closely match the drawn curve as described in Section 3.3
(see Figure 4c). The same section also describes how the
delta and mode parameters are utilized in the similarity met-
ric of the curve-pattern classification. The application estab-
lishes the maximum number of possible curves to visual-
ize depending on performance and usability factors. From
all possible combinations the user selects the curves that are
meaningful for her/him (Figure 4e). The tool allows the user
to associate a given color with each curve-pattern or a group
of curve-patterns. The curve-pattern itself can be selected
by the user and associated with a color. The color is cho-
sen from a particular color scheme (Figure 4d). The selected
curves become the curve-patterns that will be used to per-
form the classification (Figure 4f). The results (Figure 4g)
are visualized as a new layer in the mapview.

Forecast operation tool The operation component com-
bined with the timeline allows for a complete analysis of the
short-term weather forecast. It enables users to perform fore-
cast comparisons among an arbitrary number of forecasts.
By using the timeline, multiple forecasts can be selected in
the horizontal axis as well as the vertical axis, and the op-
eration is applied to them. Operations such as subtraction,
mean, and standard deviation give useful information to as-
sess forecast uncertainty. The subtraction between forecasts
allows the user to detect significant changes in forecasts ini-
tialized at different times. By analyzing the subtraction re-
sults, the user can detect where the spatial differences are
and how significant they are. An extensively used method
for the estimation of forecast uncertainty is to compute the
standard deviation among a group of forecasts predicted for
the same date and time. Other operations such as the com-
putation of the mean among a group of forecasts provide a
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Figure 4: Curve-pattern analysis process: (a) The selected forecasts that predict 2D scalar-fields for a given date and time. (b)
The curve drawing allows the user to sketch the desired patterns. (c) The selectable list of possible patterns shows the curve
matches. (d) The selected color scheme. (e) The selected curves show the curve-patterns chosen by the user and its associated
colors. (f) Pattern matching process for each pixel of the selected minimaps. (g) Visualization of the curve-pattern classification.

more accurate estimation of the future evolution of the atmo-
spheric variables compared to the individual forecasts. Fi-
nally, the addition of multiple forecasts can be useful for the
analysis of variables such as accumulated precipitation. In
this case, the users can interactively select a consecutive set
of time steps that best suits their application.

3.3. Curve-pattern analysis

Identification of trends and anomalies Forecasters need
tools to detect and analyze trends and anomalies, especially
model errors, to assess forecast uncertainty and to produce
more accurate predictions. Here, a trend is considered to be
a general behavior that is expected for a forecasted meteoro-
logical variable. For example, a continuous increase in tem-
perature in a given region over a period of time is a possible
expected behavior.

The goal of our curve-pattern analysis is the comparison
and classification of multiple 2D scalar-fields in time and
space simultaneously in order to identify trends and anoma-
lies. Our technique applies to meteorological variables such
as temperature, humidity, and pressure. By means of the
curve-pattern selector, users can make an interactive selec-
tion of prospective curve-patterns that could be meaningful
to them. For example, the forecaster can specify a curve-
pattern that corresponds to a sudden drop. In the case of
temperature, it could indicate the presence of a cold front.
We assume that this is possible, under the hypothesis that
only a few of all possible combinations are practically mean-
ingful to the users. Those curve-patterns are subsequently
used to classify the 2D scalar-fields. Identification of spe-
cific features in the data depends highly on the nature of
the meteorological variable and on the kind of analysis the
user wants to apply. For instance, a case can be applied to

the temperature variable, where the user chooses an increas-
ing curve-pattern, a decreasing curve-pattern, and a constant
curve-pattern (within a certain threshold), among others.

Curve-pattern classification The analysis based on curve-
patterns can be helpful for the detection of specific char-
acteristics in the temporal evolution of meteorological vari-
ables represented as 2D scalar-fields. The curve-pattern clas-
sification works in two different modes: temporal evolution
mode and forecast verification mode. The temporal evolu-
tion mode can be beneficial to detect significant trends or
changes in the behavior of a variable (e.g., sudden drops
in temperature associated to weather fronts). In the forecast
verification mode, forecasts are compared with a 2D scalar-
field created on the basis of available observations. This 2D
scalar-field is referred to as “diagnostic” in meteorological
terminology. In this mode, the curve-pattern analysis can be
helpful for the identification of regions with different error
growth rates. It helps forecasters to gain experience on the
behavior of forecast errors associated with the numerical
model under different weather conditions. The metric used
for this mode is the absolute value of the “bias”. The bias
is defined as the difference between the diagnostic and the
forecast. This is a measure of the forecast error commonly
used in forecast verification analysis [JS11].

In addition, the user selects a set of minimaps from
the timeline (see Figure 3). Each selected minimap rep-
resents a 2D scalar-field meteorological variable stored as
a matrix with a resolution of N ∗ M, longitude and lat-
itude respectively. We define a curve for each position
(longitude, latitude) across the k matrices, where k is the
number of selected minimaps. The curve represents how
the meteorological variable changes in the temporal domain.
The curve will be composed of k−1 line segments. The set
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of all these curves describes the temporal evolution of a vari-
able in an entire region. By employing the curve-pattern se-
lector, the user defines a set of curve-patterns. The curve-
patterns are curves also composed of k−1 line segments.

The algorithm classifies the curves against the curve-
patterns. The distance between a curve-pattern segment and
a curve segment is measured using a global parameter named
delta. A curve-pattern and a curve will match if each of the
segments differs not more than delta/2. Parameter delta
acts as a threshold on the Y-axis and it also establishes
the Y-axis scale. We perform an analysis on each point
(longitude, latitude) of the 2D geo-referenced matrices and
represent the results in a new matrix with the same dimen-
sion. The (longitude, latitude) coordinates are transformed
to pixel coordinates. In case that a curve matches one of
the curve-patterns, the color of this pattern is mapped to the
pixel coordinate corresponding to the (longitude, latitude)
of the point. Otherwise, the pixel is rendered with a trans-
parent color. The results of this operation are visualized as a
new layer on the mapview.

4. Implementation

Our solution is built as a system with a visual frontend and a
server backend. The frontend presents a visual interface im-
plemented as a web application with multiple linked views.
It was developed using HTML5, JavaScript, and jQuery
technologies. Additionally, TeeChart charting components
were used to implement the meteogram, and vis.js was uti-
lized for the timeline. The backend uses the GPU comput-
ing engine and core libraries for processing weather forecast
information. It was developed using C++ and OpenCL tech-
nologies for the GPGPU. Bing Maps services were used for
the mapview component. The backend storage is based on
a PostgreSQL geo-spatial database management system and
database processes to import and to store the inputs provided
by the WRF model.

Our data comes from a customized regional WRF model
implemented over a region centered at latitude 38◦S and lon-
gitude 63◦W . The covered area is discretized into a regu-
lar grid, with a resolution of 149 by 299 points, in Lambert
Conic Conformal projection, and a distance between points
of 15 km.

5. Evaluation

We show the potential of our technique through a series of
case studies. For all of them, the meteorologists chose the
temperature variable at an altitude of two meters above the
land surface. Temperature is one of the most influential vari-
ables in activity planning, decision making, and productivity.
The case studies cover an analysis of the temporal trends and
an analysis of model errors to perform forecast verification.

We worked with two domain experts that are special-
ists in weather forecast research. Both of them are senior

researchers with more than 30 years of combined experi-
ence. One of them is in charge of an important governmental
weather agency. To perform the case studies we conducted
unguided sessions where the application was presented to
the users. While the users explored the application, we took
notes and learned about their feedback. These sessions were
done several times, each one followed by a period where
feedback was incorporated into the application. These itera-
tions concluded when their feedback was entirely positive.

Analysis of temporal trends

In this case study the users were looking for salient fea-
tures or trends. A key point in this analysis was to differ-
entiate cases that contained unexpected information from
those that contained expected information. The meteorolog-
ical variable temperature expressed two well-known behav-
iors corresponding to a diurnal curve (increasing values) and
a nocturnal curve (decreasing values) of temperature devel-
opment. The meteorologists focused on interesting patterns
that might occur at the same time but on different days, i.e.,
one, two, and three consecutive days. In this case, the users
selected a set of forecasts from the same run, predicted at
the following time steps: 0-hours, 24-hours, and 48-hours.
Then, they selected the operation mode as temporal evolu-
tion, indicating a delta of 8◦ Celsius as differences between
forecasts. Finally, they selected a qualitative list of different
curve-patterns represented in terms of a large positive varia-
tion, a small positive variation, a large negative variation, a
small negative variation, or no variation, and its correspond-
ing colors, using a color scale in the YIQ color space.

Figure 5: Trend analysis: the largest temperature drops, just
after the passage of the cold front, are indicated in cyan
tones. Orange tones in the south of the map indicate increas-
ing temperature. Results are presented using two different
delta values: 6◦ and 8◦ Celsius.
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Figure 5 shows a visualization of the results of our curve-
pattern classification using two different delta values. The
classification is applied to the three aforementioned time
steps. In the resulting images, the spatial areas with decreas-
ing temperature are visualized in cyan tones, and increas-
ing temperature areas are visualized in orange tones. A large
spatial region is covered with cyan tones in the center region
of the map, as it is shown in the Figure 5. This region cor-
responds to a cold-front event that was moving from south
to north near the center of the domain and produces a signif-
icant temperature drop. The figure shows two results asso-
ciated with delta values of 6◦ and 8◦ Celsius. Larger delta
values create more relaxed conditions of similarity against
the patterns and therefore larger spatial areas can be associ-
ated with each pattern. This can be noticed by comparing the
cyan spatial areas in the results. White areas correspond to
regions of the map that do not match any pattern.

Forecast verification

The main goal of forecast verification is to improve the qual-
ity of weather forecast models. Improvement of a weather
forecast model requires an efficient error analysis. In this
case study we present an analysis of model errors among
multiple runs. Due to the chaotic nature of the atmospheric
flow, a forecast error usually increases with the forecast lead
time. However, the rate of growth strongly depends on the
weather phenomena present at the particular time and region.
In this analysis, the users want to identify spatial areas where
the error increased.

Every day, two short-term 48-hour forecast cycles were
run at time 0000 UTC and at time 1200 UTC. Therefore,
we had 4 forecast runs and a diagnostic in a complete short-
term 48-hour forecast cycle. In this work we use the diag-
nostic generated by the Global Data Assimilation System
(GDAS) [GDAS]. From the timeline, the user selected a tar-
geted date and time for the forecast runs. The vertical axis
aligned all the runs from the selected date and time (see Fig-
ure 3). In this case, the users selected the operation mode for
forecast verification and a suitable delta of 8◦ Celsius. The
users also selected a subset of curve-patterns, representing
increasing errors and associated colors. They also applied
the YIQ color space as before, but only with orange tones to
represent positive changes.

The spatial areas, where the error presented a major in-
crease and a major rate of change, are depicted with or-
ange tones (see Figure 6). These areas correspond to the po-
sition of the cold front discussed in the previous case. As
cold fronts are characterized as areas where the temperature
gradient is strong, small errors in the location of these at-
mospheric boundaries produce large errors in the forecasted
temperature as can be seen in the figure. This case shows
how the tool can facilitate the analysis of the numerical-
model performance under different atmospheric conditions.

In this case, the performance is affected by the cold front
introducing large errors in the forecasts.

Figure 6: Forecast verification using multiple runs. It shows
the passage of a cold front. This is observed as errors in the
forecasted temperature shown in oranges tones.

Forecast uncertainty analysis

In this case study we present an analysis of forecast uncer-
tainty among multiple runs. The standard deviation opera-
tion is applied on them to visualize their dispersion, which
is a measure of forecast uncertainty. The users selected the
same four multiple forecasts as in the previous case study.
The users found more dispersion in the results over north
central Argentina (see Figure 7). This area of large forecast
uncertainty is associated with a displacement of a cold front.
Fronts are associated with strong gradients in the tempera-
ture field, and even small changes in the forecasted positions
of these systems can produce large changes in the values of
the forecasted temperature. This results in an increased un-
certainty in the area.

Figure 7: Forecast uncertainty analysis. The standard devia-
tion shows the dispersion of the forecasts in different regions
of the map.
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Lessons learned

An important outcome of the iterative participatory design
approach was that we quickly realized the importance of
having a visual overview of the entire set of short-term
weather forecasts. The minimap timeline turned out to be
a key component of the whole system. This is due to its ca-
pacity to show multiple forecasts in a single view, with the
additional benefit that it could be extended to visualize infor-
mation about multiple ensemble forecasts. Furthermore, the
constant feedback from experts also showed the importance
of keeping a simple visualization interface.

The meteorologists’ feedback was highly positive because
current applications do not allow them an easy comparison
between forecasts initialized at different times. Instead our
solution exactly provides them with easy-to-use function-
ality specifically designed for this task. One of the promi-
nent aspects of VIDa is the flexibility with which the user
can select a group of forecasts and compute operations. An-
other very valuable characteristic is the simplicity of the user
interface. In particular, the domain experts emphasized the
straightforward use of the timeline and the curve-pattern se-
lector. One of our domain experts stated: “Now, with these
mechanisms, forecasters who are interested in different areas
of the country, can focus on what is happening, what the ten-
dencies would be, and the significance of the model errors”.
The experts said that one of the major impacts of our sys-
tem was the capability to display all the cycles of short-term
weather forecasts in a single view. They mentioned that with
our solution, it is now possible for them to synthesize the
temporal evolution of weather forecasts along the timeline.
Moreover, they can identify salient features and significant
variances at one glance.

Further feedback was related to the use of our tool to per-
form forecast operations. A meteorologist stated: “One of
the most important and challenging issues related to weather
forecasting is the assessment of forecast uncertainty and
VIDa provides us with different ways to analyze it. Uncer-
tainty changes from one forecast to another, and with VIDa
we can estimate it using the operations that it provides”. For
a forecaster, it is very useful to compare differences among
the last available information and the information provided
from previous forecasts. Our solution could also be used to
analyze forecasts coming from different models. The mete-
orologist added: “These capabilities are extremely useful to
detect changes in the atmospheric variables and the level of
forecast uncertainty for a particular situation”.

The domain experts also stated that the curve-pattern se-
lector and the curve-pattern classification are key compo-
nents of the system. The flexibility of the curve-pattern se-
lector opens new scenarios of analysis. This is particularly
useful in operational weather forecasting where they need a
rapid analysis of forecast trends. Additionally, the same tool
can be used for forecast verification. The curve-pattern se-
lector allows the users to define, save, and reuse a given set

of curve-patterns. They found these functionalities very use-
ful. This is because some scenarios cover a large number of
possible curve-pattern behaviors making the selection of an
appropriate set a challenge. By saving and reusing the curve-
pattern sets, they can work on and refine them repeatedly in
order to tackle this challenge.

While our software is still a prototype in the CIMA in-
stitute, our collaborators plan to deploy it as a standard tool
available for operational weather forecasting.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we presented a solution to address weather fore-
cast analysis. Our approach provides a quick overview of
short-term weather forecasts by means of a minimap time-
line. By employing the timeline, the user can then narrow
down the visual analysis of the meteorological variables.
He/she can apply different operations over two or more fore-
casts, in order to analyze forecast uncertainty. Moreover, we
introduced a curve-pattern selector tool and a classification
technique for the analysis of multiple forecasts. By means of
the curve-pattern classification, temporal trends and forecast
model errors can be identified and analyzed. Finally, our so-
lution implements a web front-end that runs on the Internet,
which facilitates the broadcasting of the information.

We plan to extend our application by adding more func-
tionality to the minimap timeline in order to display informa-
tion about ensemble forecasts and vertical levels of altitude.
Future work will include also the analysis of data from dif-
ferent models. Analyzing ensemble uncertainties and keep-
ing a historical record of the output may serve as a basis for
the further investigation of model errors, error growth, and
regional behavior of errors among many other applications.
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